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Solid State Logic
System T
ROB JAMES gets to the core of SSL’s new flagship broadcast production system

I

have long thought that networks will have almost
as big an impact in broadcast sound as the move
from analogue to digital. Solid State Logic agrees,
however the big news here is all about control.
No strangers to broadcast consoles with a history
extending back many years SSL have enjoyed
considerable recent success with the C10 which is
a fairly conventional digital console with a fixed
bus architecture and modest in scale. System T is a
very different proposition. The clue is in the name.
Aimed primarily at fairly large scale events, large
sports, large network news, OB vehicles, live music,
live sport, live entertainment etc. this is a complete
broadcast audio system, a great deal more than “just”
a mixing console.
A few years ago, the idea of 512 high quality
bi-directional audio signals down a network cable
would have been risible. Now, it is commonplace.
SSL are using Audinate Dante audio over IP for
System T. This is unsurprising since a Dante enabled
MADI-bridge, SDI embedder/de-embedder, AES I/O
and Stageboxes are already on the product list. The
I/O boxes are intelligent in their own right and are
discoverable on the network. With built-in routers
they can be and are used stand-alone as format
converters and audio to Dante converters. If moved,
the labelling and internal routing stays with the box.
Leveraging off-the-shelf networking components
such as non-blocking managed switches keeps costs
down. For example a 24-Port Gigabit non-blocking
managed switch can provide routing capacity
equivalent to a 12,288 X 12,288 dedicated router.
AES67 is also supported. It is important to understand
that Dante is an audio over IP technology and AES 67
is a standard. They are not in competition.
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Although 512 audio signals down one cable is
impressive the Dante API also includes a Control and
Monitoring transport, ConMon: apart from routing,
labels and health feedback this allows for vendor
specific ConMon messages to be added. SSL use this
to control mic pres, and continuing the control theme
there are 12 in 12 out GPIOs on the Master Console,
12 in 12 out in the processing engine, 4 in 4 out in
every stage box and every MADI bridge. GPIOs may
be used to operate red lights, tallies and switches in
the studio etc. or for remote control without the extra
cabling required in conventional installations. There
is also a built in KVM switch which enables three
external PCs to be controlled from the console.
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System T, in a sense, deconstructs
the traditional broadcast console
into distributed component parts,
all communicating via Ethernet; the
user interface(s), the processing and
the I/O. The physical user interfaces
are built from a number of “tiles”
with many configurations possible.
A Master Console is required in any
System T because this contains the
control intelligence which talks to the
processing engine. However, more
than one console can be present on a
single system; the second can be used
as a Slave. An external PC running
SSL’s T-SOLSA (SSL On/Offline Setup
Application) remote control software
can be used with a touchscreen, with or
without a Fader Tile to control the console
functions, either duplicating things seen on
the main surface or independent views. Thus it
can remotely control the same faders present on
the main surface or be split, controlling different
faders. Such a PC can also be used as an offline
tool for configuration, routing etc. The software
can even run on a Windows Tablet if required.
Developed in part from the SSL Live console,
the System T Tempest processing engine is a very
different beast. The bus structure is different and it’s
big with 800 paths. There is only one processing
engine option and this is it. It’s a rack mount box
and is not expandable. However multiple systems
can coexist on the same Dante network. Employing
standard industrial Intel CPUs and motherboards
means that the architecture is scalable and more cost
effective than dedicated DSP and or FPGAs. SSL has
developed its own real-time Operating System. All
processing and mixing (summing) is done on the
CPU. SSL’s patented Optimal Core Processing, OCP,
makes the CPU behave deterministically. Instead of
the CPU performing operations when it wants to,
some cores are forced to do time-aligned and timecritical processing.
The number of I/Os is potentially vast. A Processing
Engine can accommodate up to six I/O cards for
a maximum of over 3000 inputs and outputs.
This capacity can be segmented into “dual-domain
routing”. Routing from the console goes: ‘here’s a mic
pre routing into a channel’, and the console routes
both ends. Or, with an external control system, part
of that capacity can be separated into virtual tie-lines.
For example, resources can be routed to and from
virtual patch points and an external system can
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pick them up. The question is how to present this
to the user. Audinate’s Dante Controller is fine as
a diagnostic tool but not so much as an operational
router interface. SSL overlay their own database of
logical devices over the physical devices available
on the system. An engineer can view the individual
boxes and channels but the operator can view it as
devices. ‘Here is a 5.1 server etc.’ Whenever you see
a routing dialog you can view things as the physical
boxes, where they are and individual channel
numbers, or as logical devices. Logical devices have
tags, e.g. “playback” and “servers”. Top level tags of
device types, Microphones, Servers etc. then location,
studio floor 2, studio floor 3 etc.. In the routing pages
you can filter the view by tag. System routing pages
allow anything to be routed to anywhere else on the
entire system. Routing and mic pre settings are made
from the console.
A Master Console control surface consists
physically of core elements, a Fader Tile or tiles, large
multi-touch screens, a Channel Tile and a Master Tile
fitted into a double Bay. To this other elements can
be added: an Intelligently Switched Bay, a Dual Fader
Bay with two Fader Tiles stacked vertically, and/or
additional Channel Control Bays. You can have up to
six fader tiles per master console, plus an extra one
you can mount in your own furniture. Channels are
named and also have graphic icons. Other surfaces
can be added as a remote with the same number of
fader tiles. At the other extreme you can have a PC
with one fader tile or none. Up to two remote clients
are possible, so up to three channel views connected
to the same setup. In larger consoles you can build
multiple channel views as remote clients in the one
console for multi operator use. Each of them has an
independent layer manager which manages layers.
Sources at the top, a layer of a fader tile at the
bottom with up to 15 vertical layers per fader tile
and four banks. I.e. horizontal blocks. You simply
swipe sources down onto the strips to assign one at
a time or in groups. To unassign you just drag the
strip or strips to the bin. In a multi operator setup
where one person is mixing the music and the other
is mixing all the production sources they can be
looking at completely different layers. Or they can
be synchronised so that both operators see exactly
the same thing. Or there is a split mode where some
sources are shared and others independent. The
shared sources are prioritised by who has their finger
on the fader (or screen) first.
The optional meter bridge is independent of the
console and has its own configuration software.
Channels and or buses can be assigned to the bridge
freely. E.g. wireless mics, server feeds etc. There is
also space for an RTW or DK instrument if required.
In large productions with very large channel counts
it is hard to keep track of all the sources. The console
has 800 paths but over 3000 possible sources and
System T offers different ways of viewing these
resources. The console itself is built around what
SSL call “the Channel View”. This represents the user
interface for the 16 faders on the tile in front of the
operator. The fader tile has up to 15 layers and four
banks and switching only affects this particular tile,
not the whole console. An overview screen provides
a way of looking at all of the inputs or outputs
very quickly so that you can see, for example,
which source is overloading and quickly select the
offender to adjust. Every strip is colour coded which
aids clarity. In a console with both Overview and
Channel touch screens, when a channel is selected
in an Intelligent Bay the Channel View appears in the
screen above the fader and the Overview switches to
the other screen. The touch screen enables channels
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to be selected rapidly to a fairly traditional assignable
Channel Tile and “Focus Fader”. Channels can be
selected using the hardware select buttons or from the
touchscreen. The Screen button moves the channel
strips up onto the touchscreen. Part of the philosophy
of the console is that you never have to look across;
you can always pull the channels you are interested
in to in front of you.
Operationally, the channel view is likely to be the
most used. There are three ways of doing most things
each with advantages depending on what you are
doing. You can control directly from the touch screen
or the fader or if you want to do something like route
to a master you can do that from the touch screen. The
hardware controls are mirrored on the touchscreen
so you have a sort of horizontal strip going down
through the console. Use the touchscreen to get to
what you are trying to affect then the hardware knobs
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to adjust. The colours of the hardware controls change
to match the function selected. If a button has no
function in the current row it stays dark. Small and
very sharp OLED displays are used to label functions,
further aiding clarity.
There are routing pages for the Channels, Mix
Buses, Stem Buses, Aux Buses, Mix-minus Buses
and Track Buses. Mix-minuses are very quick to
make. The channel used to set-up the mix minus
owns it. Track Buses are sends to an ISO recorder or
Object sends. AUX buses are sends pre or post fader
with send levels per channel. At the very top of the
channel strip is the input stage. If you touch this you
jump to digital trim. Below the encoder it says “Mic”
so if the encoder is pressed you are now adjusting the
mic gain at the Stagebox. Press again and you get
balance, again and it’s surround trim. Another nice
feature is that when a mic input has been selected a
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light flashes on the I/O box adjacent to the analogue
XLR socket. This is very useful to help identify a
particular input out of possibly hundreds on the studio
floor. Next up is the processing.
Processing blocks can be moved around. Each
path can have two complete dynamics sections. E.g.
On the programme output you might well want a
compressor followed by a full True Peak limiter.
There is a full complement of filters and EQ
processing in all 800 paths and 400 delays. There
are 400 Dynamics 1 and 400 Dynamics 2. You can
have one in every path or two in some. The initial EQ
display is quite small and only suitable for fine tweaks.
Follow Detail, opens up the EQ controls horizontally
down onto the encoders but by far the most impressive
and useful tool is accessed by a double-tap. A graphic
view of the EQ opens which fills almost half the screen.
The EQ parameters can then be adjusted directly on
the touchscreen and, since it is multi-touch, gestures
such as using two fingers moving closer together or
further apart to adjust Q are available. This is possibly
the most intuitive and quick EQ control I’ve ever seen
on a hardware console. If anything is going to convert
touchscreen sceptics this is it. Alternatively there is
the Master Channel tile with a set of rotaries, buttons
and its own screen. The Master section has the Focus
Fader and the Monitor section, four studio outputs
and automation controls. There are two complete
monitoring sections per console. The “proper” one
has dim, cut, mono. Stereo, 5.1 phase-reverse etc.
buttons with three sets of speaker outputs, main, mini
and PFL. The second has the same facilities and can
be controlled from a second, slave console, from a PC
with a fader tile or via GPIs.
The console is “built” from a pool of resources.
On the Console Configuration page at the top are
usage bars. These show how much of each resource
is currently in use. Out of the 800 processing paths
192 can be used as buses and 80 of those can be
used for stems. Stems are in effect super sub-groups.
They are buses which behave like channels — they
can be routed to all other buses. VCA grouping is

also available. 5.1 is the “biggest” format but object
based audio is also possible using track buses.
Configuration can be changed on-the-fly with audio
running without rebuilding the entire console. Thus
you can add an extra aux or change a bus format, hit
Apply and it just does it.
Effects are built into the console in the form of
the FX Rack with a total of 96 effect slots. I’ve
been banging on about this idea since 1991. For
broadcast it makes more sense to have the effects
integral to the console rather than outboard. They
become part of the console set-up and settings are
stored with Showfiles and snapshot automation.
Latencies are much lower than they would be using
outboard since the effects are processed directly on
the Tempest Engine processor cores. Developed by
SSL all the effects commonly required in broadcast are
present including: Reverb, simple delay of up to 20
seconds, compressors, bus compressors, multi-band
compressors, de-essers, upmixers, downmixers and
a sophisticated six band dialogue noise suppressor up
to eight channels wide so, if you have up to 8 mics all
exposed to the same background noise you can treat
them all with the same with slight tweaks to allow for
distance etc. At the bottom of the FX Rack screen the
effect type is shown and how many legs of that type
you can have, e.g. 11 of 43.
System T has inherited the Dialogue Automix
functions first seen on the C10. Not a compressor, in
effect it’s like moving a fader. Rather than a simple
threshold, it looks at the contribution of the other
mics and uses an algorithm to determine how much
to reduce the level. Also, if the same signal is present
in multiple microphones, the dominant one is faded
up while the rest are lowered. This helps avoid missed
cues in unscripted talks etc. There are 8 automix
groups, each of which can have up to a hundred
channels going into it. An automix group can also
operate in slave mode, so that if you have playback
material and a bunch of talking heads with the
playback in slave mode, when no one is talking — the
playback material will just sit up the top — and when
somebody from the master automix group chimes in
the playback material will duck down. Every channel
has a second gain element which can be placed
anywhere in the processing order. The Automixer can
be used to drive this or it can be driven by an external
production automation system or audio follows video.
In this case the second gain element fader can be
placed at the end of the processing chain.
Q is a bi-directional ‘Super Query’ function. If you
Query a Master then the sources feeding that master
spill out to the faders. Reverse Bus interrogate shows
everything in front of it. If you Query a channel in
the same way everything it is feeding is shown. If
you press and hold a bus Query key then everything

stays in place and the select keys become routing
keys. This offers a very quick way of setting up. If
you use In-place and Fader for auxiliaries everything
stays where it is but the send level flips to the faders.
Comprehensive scene automation is included with
sequenced snapshots, logic functions and extensive
programmable timed moves. Dynamic automation,
i.e. programme automation, is taken care of by an
external production automation suite, audio-followsvideo etc.. You can filter what is stored per scene/
per channel type per parameter. The same applies to
recall. Fade times can be applied at the scene level, the
fader level or the parameter level.
Reliability and redundancy are omnipresent
concerns in broadcast, especially live. A second
redundant processing engine can be added, which can
be set to mirror the primary engine so that manual
switchover in the event of a catastrophic failure is
as seamless as possible. Every unit has dual power
supplies and redundant Ethernet connections.
With a system this big the challenge is to keep
track and to be able to pull the things in front of you
as quickly as possible without having to move out
of the monitoring sweet spot. Once you understand
this console and the power of functions such as Cue
it becomes apparent that huge numbers of faders and
other hardware controls are simply unnecessary even
for very large shows. The philosophy is all about
bringing things to you, quickly and intuitively, rather
than you needing to move to where things are on the
console. Everything about the user interface helps to
make this easy and fast. Initial sales of System T are
to a “New media broadcaster”, a state broadcaster’s
TV news studios, a large US sports network, a
European multi-purpose OB vehicle and a multipurpose entertainment OB vehicle. SSL have done
a magnificent job of the user interface to this very
powerful console and control system. In a broadcast
environment, once understood and configured to suit
the user, System T will enable operators to be highly
productive and secure in what they are doing even on
the largest and most complex productions. n

PROS

Wonderful user interface, productive,
powerful and scalable broadcast control
system.

CONS

Operationally, none. SSL will, however, have
to match their technical expertise with
determined efforts in training to convince
potential customers of the benefits of
System T.
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